
Harvest is the one time when everything needs to work perfectly 
to keep the grain moving. Orthman Single-Auger Grain Carts are 
designed, engineered and built for unsurpassed reliability in 
the field. For one less thing to worry about when harvest rolls 
around, choose Orthman.

Orthman’s 810  and 1010  Single-Auger Grain Carts feature 
convenient unloading   with a 17”, high visibility, dynamically 
balanced, corner-mounted   auger for enhanced operator view 
and positioning ability.    Front and rear windows provide a view 
of the grain level at all times,   and a mounted ladder enables 
safe interior inspection. The   tractor-to-cart connection is 
simplified with standard coupler   grips and color-coded 
hydraulic hoses.

When harvest comes around, you want the kind of quality 
and reliability in your equipment that only Orthman provides. 
We understand the pressure you face at harvest and that  
avoiding any type of downtime is critical for success. Orthman 
Grain Carts are your assurance the grain cart will never be the 
weak link in your harvest operation.

DESIGNED, ENGINEERED AND BUILT EXTRA TOUGH FOR UNSURPASSED RELIABILITY IN THE FIELD

SINGLE-AUGER GRAIN CARTS
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SINGLE-AUGER GRAIN CARTS

11,600 lbs

12,150 lbs

850 bu.

1,000 bu.

13’ 6”

13’ 6”

26’ 5”

26’ 11”

10’ 5”

10’ 10”

16-½”

16-½”

6,000 lbs

6,870 lbs

24.5x32 R3 16 ply
30.5x32 R3 12 ply
30.5x32 R1 12 ply

30.5x32 R3 24 ply
900/60 R32
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Orthman Grain 
Cart Features Corner auger design enhances the operator’s 

view from the tractor cab for easier  positioning 
of the cart for unloading  

 Continuously welded tub adds to structural 
integrity while eliminating the potential for 
rust to develop in unwelded seams

Adjustable axle can be easily set to five different 
row spacings ranging from 120” to 160”

Gravity-flow unloading door is crank-operated for easy clean out 

Center-mount ladder provides a 
safe platform for interior inspection

Front and rear windows 
provide a clear view of 
the grain level at all times

High visibility flow gate indicator

Bright, auger-spout-mounted light 
facilitates nighttime unloading


